Decay of bound states due to coupling with free particle states is a general phenomenon occurring at energy scales from MeV in nuclear physics to peV in ultracold atomic gases. Such a coupling gives rise to Fano-Feshbach resonances (FFR) 1,2 that have become key to understanding and controlling interactions-in ultracold atomic gases, 3 but also between quasiparticles such as microcavity polaritons. 4 The energy positions of FFR were shown to follow quantum chaotic statistics. 5, 6 In contrast, lifetimes which are the fundamental property of a decaying state, have so far escaped a similarly comprehensive understanding. Here we show that a bound state, despite being resonantly coupled to a scattering state, becomes protected from decay whenever the relative phase is a multiple of π. We observe this phenomenon by measuring lifetimes spanning four orders of magnitude for FFR of spin-orbit excited molecular ions with merged beam and electrostatic trap experiments. Our results provide a blueprint for identifying naturally long-lived states in a decaying quantum system.
Fano-Feshbach resonances describe decay of quantum mechanical bound states due to coupling with a continuum of scattering states which may be due to an effective nucleon-nucleon interaction in nuclear physics, 1 configuration interaction in autoionization, 2 spin-orbit interaction in rovibrational predissociation, 7 or hyperfine interaction in ultracold gases. 3 A qualitative understanding of FFR lifetimes is obtained by first order perturbation theory, with Fermi's golden rule predicting them in terms of the coupling strength at resonance. Within this framework, the phenomenon of phase protection is readily understood with just the most basic concepts of quantum theory.
Assuming the bound state to be an oscillator eigenstate weakly coupled to continuum states, and taking the coupling to be constant, the FFR lifetime is simply given by the overlap of the oscillator state |n with the plane wave |k that is resonant. This overlap is the Fourier transform ψ n (k) of the nth oscillator eigenfunction. The lifetime of |n becomes infinite when the overlap vanishes, i.e., at the roots k (0) j of the Fourier transform, and provided there exist no other decay mechanisms. When accounting for the interaction between the colliding free particles, the plane waves are replaced by scattering functions of the form sin(kx + δ) with δ the scattering phase shift.
Zero overlap with a bound state |n then corresponds to the condition of vanishing imaginary part of e iδψ n (k), or, equivalently,
Equation (1) implies that, for a given scattering momentum k, there exist phase shifts δ such that the complex overlap between bound state |n and scattering state |k, δ vanishes. The lifetime of |n may thus become infinite despite non-zero coupling strength. 8 This is illustrated in Fig. 1 . While in a typical scattering event, k and δ cannot be tuned independently, external field control modifies the phase and may thus indeed allow for extremely large lifetimes. To date, two rather different realizations of this phenomenon have been observed, respectively suggested -magnetic field control of s-wave collisions in ultracold atomic gases 9 and electric dc field control of atomic photoionization. 10 While the required dc field strengths in the latter case are not yet available in experiment, magnetic field control over the lifetime of an FFR in ultracold collisions has been demonstrated experimentally. 11 In that case, the magnetic field modifies the s-wave scattering length which is directly linked to the s-wave scattering phase shift. 3 Here, we show that the same effect can also be observed without external field control, just by ensuring that condition (1) is fulfilled for certain bound states. Since k = √ 2µE, the number of roots of e iδψ n (k) as a function of energy increases with the reduced mass µ. Thus, for a given energy E, the chance to fulfill Eq. (1) increases as well. We consider FFR in two different rare gas diatomic ions, HeAr + and NeAr + . Rovibrational bound states in the A 2 potential energy curve, cf. Fig. 2 (left), with binding energy E bind v,J , have a finite lifetime due to the spin-orbit interaction which couples them to the scattering continuum of the electronic ground state X. While the coupling strength is identical for the two molecules, their reduced mass differs by a factor of 3.66, and NeAr + shows stronger binding in all of the relevant electronic states. As described in the Methods section, our theoretical model accounts non-perturbatively for relativistic and In order to assess the NeAr + lifetimes directly and probe, in particular, the predicted lifetime range covering several orders of magnitude, we have carried out a second experiment, cf. Fig. 4 , using two crossed molecular beams containing argon and metastable neon to generate molecular ions. These ions were injected into an electrostatic ion beam trap (EIBT) 13 with the apparatus shown in Fig. 4 (a) (see Methods for details), where they are trapped for several hundreds of milliseconds, during which they oscillate between two electrostatic mirrors. Collisions with the residual gas as well as predissociation produce neutral particles that leave the trap and are detected by a micro-channel plate detector (MCP). Predissociation of molecules in the spin-orbit excited We have shown that quantum resonances may naturally be phase protected without the need for external field control. Occurrence of phase protection depends on the width, depth and equilibrium position of the bound state potential and can be tuned with reduced mass. Our findings provide a blueprint for protecting quantum states against undesired decay.
METHODS

Model of rovibrational FFR in rare gas diatomic ions
Rovibrational FFR in rare gas diatomic ions arise due to the spin-orbit interaction coupling different non-relativistic electronic states. The Hamiltonian describing the rovibrational motion of a diatomic molecule including relativistic and angular couplings 14 can be restricted here to the lowest 2 Σ + and 2 Π states and reads
with (1, 1, 1 ) the radial kinetic energy,
with V α (R) the adiabatic non-relativistic interaction potentials and ∆ the spin-orbit interaction, and 
with J denoting the total molecular angular momentum quantum number and the spectroscopic parity, = ±1. In Eqs. (2), we have neglected the R-dependence of both the spin-orbit interaction and the angular couplings and taken ∆ to be equal to the value of Ar + ( 2 P ). This approximation is well justified since for HeAr + these couplings are estimated to differ from their asymptotic values by less than 1%, 15 and a similar behavior is expected for NeAr + . We have also neglected the relativistic Cowan-Griffin term and the diagonal adiabatic correction, both of which are tiny.
While all numerical results are based on Hamiltonian (2) without further approximations, we have uses the Hund's case (c) representation in our discussion which is appropriate to illuminate the rovibational structure of HeAr + and NeAr + . This implies that J and Ω, the body-fixed zprojection of total electronic angular momentum, are good quantum numbers, with Ω = 1/2 for states X and A 2 (corresponding to 2 Σ + and 2 Π 1/2 ), and Ω = 3/2 for state A 1 (corresponding to We have used the correlation-consistent augmented aug-cc-pV6Z basis set for both atoms, and an extra set of diffuse even-tempered functions has been added to describe the Ar atom. The FFR widths are determined as the transition rates of the A 2 rovibrational bound levels to the continua of the X and A 1 states. Since there are no radial couplings between the A 1 and A 2 states, the A 1 contribution to the FFR widths, respectively lifetimes, is only minor. Bound and energy normalized continuum states were obtained by diagonalizing the unperturbed Hamiltonian using the same grid as described above. The transition rates were calculated for the continuum state with energy closest to the energy of the bound level. For NeAr + , the perturbative calculations almost exactly reproduce the lifetimes obtained non-perturbatively using the CAP and full couplings.
The largest deviations occur at the maximum lifetimes, where the resonance widths become very small and overlap integrals become quite sensitive to the energy and phase of the continuum state. Nevertheless, the positions of the peaks for phase protected states are in full agreement for all rovibrational levels. For HeAr + , perturbative and non-perturbative results also agree very well except for v = 0 and low J where quantitative deviations up to a factor of four occur.
Except for v = 0 and odd spectroscopic parity, the lifetimes decrease with J. This monotonous dependence is in disagreement with earlier calculations that predicted an oscillatory behavior with rotational excitation. 15 We attribute the disagreement mainly to a different treatment of the spinorbit interaction, with Ref. 15 accounting for its effect only on the potential energy curves but not on the kinetic energy.
Estimating the lifetime scaling with µ from the Morse oscillator approximation
For both HeAr + and NeAr + , the A 2 state interaction potential for J = 0 is well approximated around the potential minimum by the Morse oscillator, V (R) = D e −2a(R−R 0 ) − 2e −a(R−R 0 ) with D the well depth, a a constant determining the width (with smaller a resulting in a wider potential well) and R 0 the equilibrium distance. The decay rates are given by analytically, in terms of complex Γ-functions, 21 we obtain the scaling of the lifetimes, resp. decay rates, with the parameters of the potential and the reduced mass. Specifically, we find that the number of roots in γ v and thus the chance for phase protection increase with D, R 0 , a, and µ. This agrees well with our observation of phase protection for NeAr + and its absence for HeAr + , since the reduced mass and the well depth are larger for NeAr + than for HeAr + , while the position of the minimum and the potential width are very similar for the two molecules. More generally, our estimate predicts an isotope effect on predissociation lifetimes which agrees well with experimental observations for N The two beams meet in the reaction region inside the velocity map imaging (VMI) detector. Argon is ionized upon collision with He( 3 S 1 )/Ne( 3 P 2 ), leading to Ar + as well as HeAr + /NeAr + for associative ionization. The ions are then accelerated towards the micro-channel plate (MCP)
detector. The MCP is followed by a phosphor screen that facilitates the imaging of the product ions by a charge couple device (CCD) camera. The center of the individual product ions is found as these are accumulated.
Since the time of ionization is not precisely known for our reaction, we must adjust the VMI method to allow for mass selectivity. To this end, we have used two VMI operation modes: (i) constant voltages mode where particles with different mass-to-charge ratio are spatially separated by an external magnetic field and (ii) a pulsed mode 28, 29 that selects particles with a certain massto-charge ratio by time of flight (TOF). In our experiments, the products from Penning (Ar + ) and associative ionization (HeAr + and NeAr + ) for the two reactions were separated using these methods. as depicted in Fig. 4(b) . The experimental data is binned in 200 ns-intervals to bring out the oscillations on the scale of the NeAr + frequency in the trap (Fig. 4(b) ), and in 1 ms-intervals for showing the overall decay in Fig. 4(c) .
The measured data is fitted to a multi-exponential decay, f (t) = i a i exp(−t/τ i ). The best agreement, corresponding to a correlation coefficient of R 2 = 0.995, is found when including six
